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KENNETH R. WESSON is a graduate student at the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa. His article is a brief condensation of his recently completed Master's thesis at the University.
EDWARD DORR TRACY: EVOLUTION OF A SOLDIER

by Kenneth R. Wesson

More than one-half million men died in the American Civil War, and the large majority of them are little remembered today. Much relevant history about them remains to be written, however, inasmuch as many of the less-renowned Civil War manuscript collections belonging to these obscure Civil War veterans have yet to be transcribed and chronicled. One such collection centers in the letters of Edward Dorr Tracy, a Confederate whose career was punctuated with frequent promotion until he was killed in battle. His knowledgeable correspondence to his wife and associates unfold the development of the man as a soldier, his aspirations and ideals, as well as his prejudices and faults. Collections such as Tracy's merit not only investigation, but also exploitation as an important part of Civil War history.

Information regarding Edward D. Tracy's early life is remarkably scarce, and the sources are often contradictory, but some background is known. Edward Tracy's father, Edward Dorrs, Sr., was trained in the law, and early in the nineteenth century he migrated from Norwich, Connecticut, and settled in middle Georgia. The elder E.D. Tracy was soon chosen Judge Advocate for the district surrounding Macon, Bibb County, Georgia. In the late 1820's Tracy, Sr., married Susan Campbell, the sister of the prominent Mobile jurist, John A. Campbell; Susan was to be the mother of Edward Dorr Tracy, Jr.

Tracy, Jr., was born November 5, 1833, in Macon, Georgia, and his early life was a virtual model of good fortune and achievement. Being a blend of New England and the South, and of the upper-middle class economically, it is not unfair to assume that Tracy was a respected young man within the Macon society. He received his early education at private institutions and later attended the University of Georgia, in Athens, where he was graduated in 1851 with an A.B. degree, at the age of only seventeen. Two years later, he received a Master's Degree. Tracy studied law in his spare time, was admitted to the bar, and began practice in Macon at the
age of twenty. Presumably owing to his father's political affiliations, Tracy was able to greatly expedite his career by obtaining a partnership with the established and respected law firm of Judge D.C. Humphreys of Huntsville in 1855.

When Edward Tracy migrated to northern Alabama early in 1855, he was an attractive young man, twenty-one years of age, tall and slender with brown hair. A promising lawyer, reared in the chivalric tradition of the Old South, Tracy undoubtedly attracted the attention of many ladies in antebellum Huntsville.

Predictably, he was married (February 19, 1855), to one of Huntsville's prized young socialites, Ellen Elizabeth Steele. Ellen was the daughter of the renowned architect and planter, George Steele, and his wife Eliza. The marriage joining Tracy and Ellen took place in Steele's famous Huntsville home, Oaks Place. The Tracys subsequently made their residence in the bride's family home.

During the succeeding five years, the Tracy family grew both numerically and socially. Ellen gave birth to four children; two of the four died in infancy, however. The Tracys adhered to the Presbyterian faith and were devout in their religion. Edward Tracy had been a member of the Presbyterian church in Macon and he transferred his membership to Huntsville in 1857. He was included on the original Board of Directors of the Madison County Bible Society, organized on July 24, 1859, and he also became a member of the Order of Masons. Socially, the Tracys became closely associated with the Clay family including Clement Claiborne Clay, Jr., and his wife Virginia; and Hugh Lawson Clay and his wife Celestia Comer Clay. Celestia was a native of Macon, and probably was acquainted with Tracy there. Further, Tracy was associated with Leroy Pope Walker, a prominent lawyer of the city, both cordially and professionally. These friendships influenced Tracy politically and otherwise. The family evidently developed materially as well for by 1860 the Tracys owned five slaves.

The close association Tracy had with the Clays in social life carried over into politics as well. After the Charleston and Baltimore Democratic conventions, and
the split of the Democratic party in 1860, C.C. Clay, Jr., strongly supported the Breckinridge-Lane "Southern Bolters" ticket as "the only candidates who could pre­serve the rights of the South.18 Tracy, though not a candidate for public office during the late 1850's, campaigned diligently for the Democratic party's candi­dates. After the party divided he also backed the Southern Democrats and was an alternate elector for the State-at-large on the Breckinridge-Lane ticket. During the campaign Tracy acquired a brilliant reputation for oratory while on speaking tours in the northern coun­ties.19

Not all North Alabamians agreed with the Clays and Tracys, however, and Union sentiment was strong in the area. Most Unionists, also called Loyalists or Tories, lived in the hill counties of the Tennessee River Valley --"a cancer in the side of the Confederacy."20 These regions contained few slaves, produced little cotton, and would have little to gain from a Confederate vic­tory should a war develop. These people later formed Union units in the state.21 They were also torn between Breckinridge and the national Democrat, Stephen A. Doug­las. Many feared that should the extremists gain control of the state, the area's commercial relationship with Tennessee would be endangered; to them it was "unthink­able to sever their relations with the Union when their sister state to the north ... had no intention of se­ceding."22 There was considerable apprehension that the northern counties might secede from Alabama and join Tennessee. As an indication of their economic fear and their loyalty to the national Democratic Party, Madison County gave 1,300 votes to Douglas and only 591 to Breck­inridge in the presidential election.23

After Lincoln's election and South Carolina's depar­ture from the Union, the secession question reached a point of decision in Alabama. Though the Alabama Con­vention voted for secession by a large majority, Cooper­erationists and Unionists in North Alabama met in Hunts­ville and passed resolutions instructing Madison County delegates to retire from the convention if the Ordinance of Secession were not submitted to popular vote.24 Some leaders proposed civil war rather than submission to the Ordinance.25 Tracy wrote to C.C. Clay, Jr., who was an
ardent immediate secessionist that "Lincoln's inaugural . . . breathes war,"\textsuperscript{26} and Hugh Lawson Clay predicted: "There will be a successful attempt to excite the people of North Alabama to rebellion against the State and we will have a civil war in our midst."\textsuperscript{27} Although this intra-state warfare never fully materialized, Unionist opposition continued and was stronger in 1865 than in 1861.\textsuperscript{28}

In early March, however, at a Huntsville mass meeting, the secessionists triumphed and passed resolutions whereby the Unionists pledged to support the new government.\textsuperscript{29} Tracy was present at this meeting and quite immodestly communicated his role therein to Clay, Jr. Tracy had asked for a reading of the resolutions and pronounced them exceedingly obnoxious:

I told the chairman . . . that I was rather uncertain as to my status in the meeting, the call was addressed to the Freemen and I myself one of 'em, but wished to know of him whether it was a 'free fight.' He said he supposed it was; whereupon I went in. I made fight on the preamble and resolutions, separately and collectively, spoke for more than an hour and . . . made a first rate speech . . . After a vain attempt to harmonize the whole question was put, 'shall [the Unionist] resolutions be adopted.' The ayes were feeble the naes tremendous.

A decision was called for, and our majority was so overwhelming that the president decided by a glance that the decision was in our favor . . . My resolutions scratched off in the heat of the fight were then put and went like a tornado . . . The action of the meeting is important not so much from what was done, as from what was not done, to wit the meeting refused to censure our state convention format submitting the ordinance of secession back to the people . . . \textsuperscript{30}
By April, 1861, events were moving so rapidly that most Cooperationists and Unionists, though hesitantly, were following the general trend of the Confederacy. Thus, conscious of the direction in which the political currents were flowing, Tracy predictably joined the "rebels"; the Southern cause would play a major role in his life from this point onward.

Even prior to the firing on Fort Sumter military units had been formed throughout Alabama. Early in March, 1861, Tracy wrote to Clay, Jr.: "I am hesitating whether to apply to President Jefferson Davis for a position on his personal staff or to take my chances with the volunteers." Many volunteer units elected their own officers, more on their popularity than military skill, and named their own units. Representative groups were christened the New Market Rebels, Minute Men, Joe Bradley's Rebels, Madison County Cavalry, and Ward's Battery. Tracy joined the North Alabamians and was elected captain of the unit on April 26, 1861, at Huntsville. This unit later comprised Company I of the Fourth Alabama Infantry Regiment. The local populace was proud of its volunteers, newspapers published lists of those who joined and donations were given to outfit the new soldiers. In May, 1861, Madison County political leaders contributed $1,000 toward equipping the local units. These green recruits usually departed in high spirits and in a lighthearted manner, "making it appear much like an excursion."

Immediately after induction the North Alabamians were transported to Virginia for their military training. They left Huntsville by rail on April 29, were delayed in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and reached Dalton, Georgia, on May 1. At Dalton they joined with nine other companies and continued toward Lynchburg, Virginia, for camp and drill. From Lynchburg the new recruits traveled to Winchester, arriving at Harper's Ferry on May 14, where they would remain for a month.

Captain Tracy's first impression of Harper's Ferry was not a favorable one, though he seemed to enjoy the camp life there. To Tracy, the environs resembled "a Washington City on an insignificant and contemptible scale: both hitherto and dependent on Federal patronage and therefore both servile and corrupt." Tracy wrote
lightheartedly, however, of the former city lawyer rising early, drilling until night, and sleeping on the ground, "with sword and pistols by his side." Food at the camp was plain but good, and the captain remained in good health. Too, as more troops arrived from the Southern states, Tracy enjoyed the pleasure of being reunited with many old friends among the Georgians.

Many of Tracy's letters exhibit patriotism and dedication to the Southern cause. He viewed the Confederate motives as just, based on the principles of liberty (though he failed to mention the slavery issue), and sacred in the eyes of God. For ten years he had believed that the North's purpose was to degrade and make vassals of the Southern people. He regretted the recourse to war, but he did not shrink from it. With typical Southern flair he wrote: "We must be prepared in this day of our Country's great peril and distress to submit to individual sacrifices of pleasure, comfort, property and everything except honor." He also expressed his willingness to die in defense of the South, and asserted that no one would be ashamed of his conduct in battle. Tracy was confident (perhaps overconfident) of Southern victory, however, and agreed with many others that the war would be a short one.

Though devoted and loyal to the Southern cause, Tracy was also well-informed and he realized the potential destructive power of the industrial North. Still he doubted that the South's subjugation would greatly profit the North, as any surplus of goods on hand in the Northern states would be exhausted in the effort. He predicted that the Confederacy would emerge from the conflict "exhausted and faint ... but with the cordials of Liberty in Government and Trade ... it would recuperate." Tracy also realized that the war would take many lives, but remained staunch in his opinion that "disunion from such a miserable, fanatic, vulgar race as our grandeur brethren will be cheaply purchased at any cost." Captain Tracy's fiery patriotism and loyalty remained strong in these early weeks of the war, but the military policy adopted by the Southern leaders disturbed him and made him critical. Actually the captain was ignorant of the exact circumstances, for if he was
aware of the game of military chess being played by the commanding generals he did not reveal such information in his letters. In early June, Tracy expressed doubt that a fight with the Yankees would ever occur, and wished for an end to the war. He wrote his wife: "the only fights are such as are improvised among our own boys."51

Even as Tracy expressed his impatience, however, the new commander at Harper's Ferry was engaged in combative exercises. General Joseph E. Johnston did not trust the defenses of the Ferry and declared his wish, to General Robert E. Lee, to command "a movable column, and not one tied by the leg to a stake."52 Moreover, Harper's Ferry was in danger of being surrounded by Union forces and in order to avoid this situation Johnston concluded to evacuate Harper's Ferry and remove to Winchester, important for its rail junction and access to General P.G.T. Beauregard at Manassas Junction.53

The departure from Harper's Ferry presented the army's first opportunity for battle. Federal General Robert Patterson crossed to the west bank of the Potomac and Johnston's troops were held in a line of battle to receive the attack. Patterson re-crossed the river, however, no battle occurred, and Johnston proceeded toward Winchester.

Early in July, another opportunity for battle was presented when General Patterson's troops gathered at Martinsburg, Virginia. The Confederates marched to within five miles of the town to meet them, but after four days Johnston chose not to attack the town and on July 6 he ordered the retreat back to Winchester.57

Captain Tracy evidently did not understand the military maneuvers, nor the geographic factors involved in these episodes, and he was incensed because the Confederates had not attacked. Concerning the first opportunity he wrote: "We are doing a good deal of hard watching, which men who affect military character called 'strategy', what it really is I will not say, other than that we expected a battle yesterday, and marched in a direction opposite to the enemy."58 Tracy summarized the events of early July in a letter to his wife:
It was soon apparent . . . that our General had no intention of advancing on them, and I never had the least idea that they would advance on us. And so we stood for four or five days tantalizing each other . . . Yesterday Gen. Johnston issued an order to the troops complimenting them for their gallantry, saying that for four days we had offered battle to a largely superior force which they had declined, that an attack by us would involve a loss entirely out of proportion to the object to be attained and therefore we would fall back. . . .

Tracy lamented that his army was "not even within the sphere of the War Department's ground operations, but rather being employed simply to hold the enemy in check." He wrote that his only duty was "to obey orders, know nothing and think nothing, and to trust in the wisdom of inferiors." His anxious wait for battle would not be a long one, however.

By mid-July, Federal General Erwin McDowell was ready to move on Manassas and General Johnston's troops were to be involved in the coming encounter. After Midnight on July 17 Johnston received a telegram from Richmond ordering him to evacuate camp at Winchester and to proceed to Manassas Junction, where Beauregard had appealed for assistance and reinforcements. Johnston called his subordinates together and decided to depart the following day. On July 19, McDowell attempted to force a passage at Bull Run Creek (near Manassas Junction), but was repulsed by Confederate artillery, losing forty men in the effort. McDowell stated that he would "hereafter examine the location of the enemy's battery before engaging them." Meanwhile owing to the general confusion, and his lack of rations and information, McDowell retreated and bivouaced on July 19 and 20, while Johnston proceeded to the rendezvous with Beauregard.

For Captain Tracy the journey to the battlefield and preparation for the fight were taxing ordeals. In the early morning of July 18 his company had been ordered to prepare for a "long, heavy and forced march." He
hastily provided for the sick men in his unit and began the advance in the late afternoon. "We marched all that night and the next day," Tracy wrote, "and arrived at Piedmont after night . . . nearly dead with hunger, thirst and fatigue." The men were then allowed to break ranks and sleep, amid a steady rain. At 1:00 a.m. the Confederates were aroused and ordered to board a train, which arrived at Manassas Junction at 10:00 a.m. on the morning of July 20. After a short rest Tracy's company was marched two miles into the country and allowed to recuperate the balance of the day and night. Still skeptical of the "Cry of Wolf," they began the march again on the morning of July 21, "eight or ten miles on double quick time."

This movement must have been extremely difficult for Tracy, for he confessed that he was hardly able to walk, ill with fever and other camp diseases, and his tongue was "furred." Nevertheless, the destination was reached, battle lines were formed, and the soldiers were told to wait. "I was so utterly exhausted," wrote Tracy, "that I was willing to rest immediately in the range of rifle and cannon." He also remembered his great thirst for water, but there was no time and the soldiers were quickly ordered to advance. Tracy recorded: "We were told to load as we went, and that the enemy were right before us. We marched up a hill, in an open field, and, just at the brow, were ordered to lie down, fire and load . . . ."

Captain Tracy's initial exposure to battle proved threateningly fierce. He flamboyantly began a letter to his sister: "I have seen a battle in all its terrible, magnificent horror. I have seen dead men and wounded men. I have heard the roar of cannon, the sound of bomb, the rattling of musketing . . . around and over my head, without being either killed or frightened. . . ." He wrote that his company had been ordered to the "hottest" section of the battlefield, and had been exposed to fire "from front and flank" for an hour and three-quarters. Federal Colonel William T. Sherman's battery also emerged on their front, supported by a large number of infantrymen, and delivered a constant and murderous fire. Proudly, Tracy wrote:
I stood up in the front rank, rallying my men when the troops were lying down. I saw man after man of my company fall dead at my side, and others wounded. Our position was a most hazardous one, but well did we maintain it. At last we were flanked on the left, and then from three sides . . . We fell back, our men falling as we retired.77

After retreating about one-quarter of a mile, Tracy encountered two wounded comrades and attempted to assist them. He first discovered the colonel of the Fourth Alabama, Egbert J. Jones, who had been wounded twice -- once in each thigh. Tracy attempted to carry the colonel to safety, but found that he did not have the strength to lift him. He called for volunteers to help remove Jones and persuaded three young soldiers to follow "in what was certainly a perilous, and what those who had no stomach for it denounced as a mad enterprise."78 When Tracy was returning to the battle he encountered Major Charlie Scott, of the Fourth Alabama, who had also been wounded in the leg. The captain likewise assisted this officer to a wooded area of safety. After the battle both men were retrieved and neither was thought to be mortally wounded.79

When Tracy returned to the battle, he found the disspipated troops being reformed by General Barnard Bee. Tracy noted that his company, "or the fragment that remained unskilled, unwounded, or undispersed . . . were like sheep without a shepherd."80 General Bee, as he could find no other portion of his brigade, placed himself as acting colonel of the Fourth Alabama.81 Bee expressed his confidence that the Fourth would stand by him and, locating himself at the head of the reduced column, returned into the thick of battle. Bee was wounded almost immediately and died the following day.82 Tracy related that the Fourth was "his (Bee's) pet regiment and I suppose he died as he would have desired, leading a charge."83

After a long and exhausting battle, of which the result was doubtful for most of the day, the Confederates emerged victorious. Generals Johnston and P.G.T. Beauregard had exposed their lives as freely as the common
soldier and by their heroic daring had given confidence to the troops. Finally, in the late afternoon, the issue was settled and the Federals were retreating.

Tracy recorded the withdrawal of the Union soldiers in illusory terms:

Panic stricken and demoralized, the invading hosts fled in every direction, followed by our cavalry that mowed them down like a ripe field in harvest time. Back and back they fled, throwing away their arms, knapsacks, food, everything that impeded their flight. What a contrast between those terrified and flying, and the grand army so carefully prepared, so admirably equipped for the great advance movement.

Prisoners captured by the Confederates told of congressmen and other notables who had come out from Washington with their wives to rejoice over the certain rout of the Rebels. Tracy commented that the congressmen were said to have been trampled in the dust by their flying army, "their dead Samsons ... rotting in the sun ... May the God of battle be praised for their signal and glorious defeat."

But victory had been costly to General Johnston's Third Brigade, with over four-hundred men either killed or wounded -- almost one-third of the regiment. Tracy wrote that his company had suffered more severely than any other (except the Florence, Alabama, company) with six dead and sixteen wounded. His unit had been exposed to rifle fire eight or nine times and to cannon all day. He wrote, however, that his men had "stood fire most gallantly."

Though Tracy admitted that the dead and wounded were terrible features of battle, his persistent thirst for water seemed overwhelming. He revealed only humanness when he reiterated that "the most excruciating torture was the intolerable, insatiable, and burning thirst for water. Great God how thirsty we were." They drank from mud puddles, where they could find them, and in the midst of the hottest fire men forgot everything except
their desire for water. "On all sides," he wrote, "from wounded and unwounded, the cry went up, 'water, water, water.'"90

Tracy ended his account of First Mannassas with assurances to his sister of his good health, ultimate Confederate victory, and a revealing statement concerning his progressing maturity as a military man. Despite his lengthy exposure to battle action, and fatigue, Tracy wrote that he was "entirely well" at the end of the day. Further, he optimistically announced that complete Southern military success was assured. He wrote that one more similar defeat of the Yankees would enable him to "hang up my sword and return to Blackstone."91 Earlier in his letter, however, he had expressed himself in such a fashion that only an intimate might realize the statement's importance. Obviously having extensively analyzed his feelings after the battle, he had written: "I felt none of the sensations I've often described of extreme nervousness at the first and indifference afterwards -- I was neither nervous nor indifferent."92 Edward Dorr Tracy had become a soldier.

Tracy would continue to achieve militarily throughout his short career as a soldier. Beginning as captain, he was handed steady promotions until he reached brigadier general in August, 1862. Tracy served in Mobile with Leroy Pope Walker, under Braxton Bragg, and was cited for bravery and courage at the Battle of Shiloh. As operations focused around Vicksburg and the west, in early 1863, General Tracy and his five Alabama brigades were sent to Port Gibson, Mississippi, south of Vicksburg, to check General Ulysses S. Grant's movements in the area. Grant crossed to the east side of the Mississippi River and the Battle of Port Gibson ensued. In the early hours of this desperate Confederate attempt Tracy's colonel, Isham W. Garrott, of the twentieth Alabama, wrote: "A little before 8 o'clock our brave and gallant commander, General Tracy, fell near the front line, pierced through the breast, and instantly died without uttering a word."93

Tracy was apparently buried first in Port Gibson, for it was not until after the war that his remains were
transferred to Macon, and there interred near his father in the distinguished Rose Hill Cemetery. \(^9^4\) In March, 1913, the Federal Government sponsored a sculptured monument of General Tracy, located in the Vicksburg National Military Park in Vicksburg, Mississippi. \(^9^5\) And, consistent with the tendency of Southerners to make martyrs of their fallen warriors, these words have been ascribed to General Tracy:

Snatched, all too early, from that august Fame,
Which on the serene heights of silvered Age,
Waited with laurelled hand. \(^9^6\)

Edward Dorr Tracy was a gentleman reared in the Old South tradition; a devoted husband and father; ambitious, yet one whose strong sense of duty applied not only to man and country, but to God; and one who harbored firm personal convictions; not the typical Southerner by any means, but not extraordinarily unique for his time.

Such a man was Edward Dorr Tracy.
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Gloria Jahoda is a gifted and talented writer, the author of two excellent works concerning aspects of the history of Florida's west coast, The Other Florida (1967) and River of the Golden Ibis (1973).

This book is one of the series titled "The United States and the Nation," published in honor of the Bicentennial by Norton and the American Association for State and Local History. The series is definitely designed for the general audience: each book is to present interpretative history of a particular state rather than a "comprehensive chronicle" or scholarly tome.

Jahoda succeeds rather well, in places, in meeting the objectives of the series. But there are two basic faults of her work here, one imposed by the very nature of the series. Jahoda cannot relate all, or even most, of the major events in the history of all Florida in the short space of 200 pages. Instead, she must give us bits and pieces, these standing for the whole. This is the problem. Unless one knows and understands the general history of Florida, much of the "flavor" or meaning of this work will be either lost to the reader or misinterpreted. This book should be read only after general histories of the state have been read, such as Patrick's Florida Under Five Flags (1960-1967) or the much fuller Tebeau, A History of Florida (1971).

The second fault with this book is that Jahoda seems to be basically familiar with only the west coast of Florida. She has concentrated upon this area in her previous works. Perhaps she feels more at home with the Tampa and Tallahassee areas, although she presents a good description of the way of life in Palm Beach. Miami is almost entirely omitted from this work and a chapter dealing with the ghetto area of South Miami Beach does not, in many ways, substitute for this omission.
Many historians will also argue with Jahoda about some of her general conclusions. The Spanish period is portrayed as negatively as I have seen put to print for at least a decade. Andrew Jackson is presented with no redeeming virtues, and here believes "of the Indians that the only good ones were dead ones." (p. 47) Osceola appears in Chapter Five, incorrectly, as the major leader of the Second Seminole War.

There are errors of fact as well as of judgment. There were four survivors of the Narvaez expedition, for example, not two as given here. All the standard works regarding the survivors beginning with Bourne (1904) and Hodge (1907) are firm on this point. There are typos that should have been discovered in galley work, the most important ruining an important concluding paragraph in her discussion of space activities at Cape Canaveral. (p. 181)

This book is recommended only for those libraries with extensive holdings of Floridiana or to the general reader familiar with Florida history.


"Colonial Mobile," still regarded as the best history of Mobile and the surrounding area in colonial times, has been reprinted by the University of Alabama in its "Southern Historical Publications" series.

First published in 1897 and revised in 1910, it long has been a scarce item in Alabama bibliography, even though it was reprinted in 1952.

This edition is very important in Alabama historiography, for it has been edited and annotated by Charles Summersell of the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa, the doyen of Alabama historians.
Summersell has prepared a superb introduction about Hamilton, not only providing us with an excellent biography of the man, but giving us at the same time an overview of the history of Mobile and placing Hamilton in historical perspective.

Summersell has also included a select bibliography that could well serve as a basis for developing a library collection of material on Alabama history. Libraries around this state would do well to check their holdings against this bibliography, and add any missing titles. Individuals interested in Alabama history should do the same.

The price of the book is high, but you certainly get your money's worth. A "must" acquisition for all libraries and individuals interested in Alabama history.


The University of Alabama Press had recently reprinted William Brantley's definitive work on the early period of Alabama's statehood. This work, first issued in 1947, has long been out of print. Brantley traces and discusses the period from 1818 to 1826, when the capital was moved to Tuscaloosa from Cahawba. Previously St. Stephens had served as the territorial capital and Huntsville as the first, albeit temporary, one.

Brantley covers well the political turmoil of the time; the struggle of William Wyatt Bibb, the first governor of Alabama, to have Cahawba selected as the site for the first "permanent" capital and, after his death, the successful effort of the Tuscaloosa forces to move the capital there. A short appendix traces the history of Huntsville before 1819, and much of the history of this area is recounted in his section on Huntsville as the capital. For this reason alone the book
should be acquired by residents of Huntsville and Madison County. But Brantley never was afraid to make judgments or to "speak his piece." Perhaps this is what makes "Three Capitals" interesting to read as well as being informative.


Many Southerners still bristle when reminded of certain episodes of the Civil War. Perhaps foremost among these is the burning of Columbia during Sherman's march through the South. Marion Lucas, a native of South Carolina and a graduate of the University of South Carolina at Columbia, wrote his doctoral dissertation on this subject and now it has been further "polished" for publication. This is largely a dispassionate look at the events leading to the burning and an attempt to distribute the guilt as Lucas sees it.

His conclusion is that only about one-fourth of the city actually burned, the residential areas largely escaping the conflagration, and that about every group involved in the burning shares a part of the blame.

Labeling the burning a tragedy that has long helped to keep North and South from complete reconciliation, he blames Confederate military and civilian leadership for leaving cotton bales piled high upon the streets in the business section of the city, to be burned by drunken federal soldiers, local rabble and who knows else.

Liquor stored in the capital was not destroyed by Confederate officials and seems to have been the catalyst for rioting, looting and the arson.

Union generals are blamed for not sending troops into the city to put down the rioting that went on unabated.
for some five hours before troops were finally dispatched to do so. Yet Lucas adds that "It seems impossible to believe that Sherman ordered the town burned" and that "Union authorities made an effort to provide food for those left in the capital after the fire."

Lucas has written what surely must prove to be the definitive work on the burning of Columbia, but I am equally sure that many people will continue to blame Sherman and his troops.
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